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Abstract7

Understanding the response of structures exposed to high rate mechanical loading is im-8

portant for improved protection and security. Modeling the behavior of these structural9

materials and components can be performed at different scales. However, a detailed pic-10

ture of the behavior of the material under high strain rates can only be gained by treating11

each of its components independently. In this work, we present a one-dimensional finite ele-12

ment model to study dynamic fragmentation in multi-phase materials, and we applied it to13

study masonry as an example of multi-phase material for structural applications. The model14

follows a micro-mechanical approach where the matrix (brick), inclusions (mortar), and in-15

terfaces between matrix and inclusions are represented separately. Within each constituent,16

the heterogeneity in the material is introduced through a critical strength distribution. A17

cohesive zone model has also been incorporated to model progressive damage. Results show18

the influence of the volume fraction and the inclusion size on the average fragment-size and19

fragment-size distributions for strain rates between 102 and 105 s´1. Based on these results,20

a mathematical expression that captures the dependence of the average fragment-size on the21

strain rate, volume fraction and inclusion size has also been formulated. The observed in-22

crease on the average fragment-size with decreasing the inclusion size suggests the existence23

of a critical length that depends on the strain rate and material properties below which, no24

additional fragments of the inclusion-material are created.25

Keywords: dynamic fragmentation, multi-phase composite, micro-mechanical, cohesive model,26

masonry27

1. Introduction28

Unraveling the response of composite materials subjected to extreme environments is29

critical from both scientific and engineering viewpoints. In particular, high strain-rates30
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